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Abstract. K LAIM (A Kernel Language for Agents Interaction an Mobility) is a simple formalism that
can be used to model and program mobile systems; it allows programmers to concentrate on the distributed structure of programs while ignoring their precise physical allocations. For establishing properties of K LAIM Nets, a logic based on HML was defined. This logic permits specifying properties
related to resource allocation, security and behaviours. A weakness of the approach is that, in order to
use K LAIM and its associated logic to establish nets properties one needs to have a full implementation of the system under consideration. This is a very strong assumption when dealing with wide area
networks, because very often, only a fragment of the system is known and a limited knowledge of the
overall context is available. In the paper, after recalling K LAIM and its logic, we shall present a framework for specifying contexts for K LAIM. Then, by relying on a notion of agreement, we shall set up a
framework ensuring that, whenever an abstract specification is partially implemented as a concrete net
(guaranteeing agreement with specifications) all formulae satisfied by the more abstract description are
satisfied also by the refined one.
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Introduction

Many calculi [2, 14, 7, 11, 16] have been proposed for modelling systems distributed over Wide Area Network (WAN). Indeed, classical frameworks for concurrent and locally distributed systems, like variants
of process algebras, do not guarantee network awareness. The new calculi are equipped with primitives
for dealing with the distribution of resources and computational components, for handling code and agent
mobility and for coordinating processes.
For WAN, like for concurrent systems, it is crucial to have tools for establishing deadlock freedom,
liveness and correctness with respect to given specifications. However, for programs involving different
actors and authorities it is also important to establish other properties such as resources allocation, access to
resources, agent movement, and information disclosure. For this purpose, some papers [3, 4, 10] advocate
the use of temporal logics for specifying and verifying dynamic properties of mobile agents running over a
wide area network. However, to use these formal tools to establish system properties detailed descriptions
of the whole systems under consideration are required.
Obviously, this is a very strong assumption for wide area networks, because, very often only some
components of the system are known; and one has only a limited knowledge of the overall context in which
the component is operating.
Cardelli and Gordon [3] partially solve this problem by introducing the modal operator . whose informal
semantics is: let φ and ψ be two logical formulae, a system A satisfies φ . ψ if and only if for each system
B satisfying φ the parallel composition of A with B satisfies ψ. The new operator permits establishing
a connection between the properties satisfied by a system and those of its environment, but, due to the
universal quantification that appears in the interpretation, the full logic is undecidable.
In this paper, after introducing a variant of K LAIM, we shall present a framework for the abstract specification of K LAIM contexts. Then, by relying on a notion of agreement of a net N with a context specification
C[ ], we shall set up a framework that guarantees that if a context specification is partially instantiated (implemented) as a concrete net, then all formulae satisfied by the more abstract description are satisfied also
by the refined one.

More specifically we shall prove that if C1 [N1 ] satisfies a formula φ and C2 [N1 k N2 ] is a refinement of
C1 [N2 ] then also C2 [N1 k N2 ] satisfies φ.
The provided framework permits modelling partially specified systems; moreover, thanks to the notion
of agreement between contexts and real implementations, it permits using a stepwise refinement procedure for program development: the properties verified at some level of abstraction will be preserved after
refinement.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains a brief introduction to µK LAIM and its
labelled operational semantics; the modal logic is briefly presented in Section 3. In Section 4 a framework
for specifying contexts over µK LAIM nets is defined while in Section 5 it is shown how contexts can be
refined and how this procedure can guarantee preservation of formulae satisfaction. Section 6 concludes the
paper. A simple running example will be used through the paper for illustrating our approach.
Due to space limitation most of the proofs are omitted; interested reader can retrieved them from [9].
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µK LAIM
K LAIM [8] (A Kernel Language for Agents Interaction an Mobility) is a simple formalism that can be used
to model and program mobile systems; it allows programmers to concentrate on the distributed structure of
programs while ignoring their precise physical allocations. Primitives are designed to provide the programmer with the distributed infrastructure for handling physical distribution, scoping and mobility of processes.
K LAIM is based on process algebras but makes use of Linda-like asynchronous communication and models
distribution via multiple shared tuple spaces [5, 12, 13]. Tuple spaces and processes are distributed over
different localities and the classical Linda operations are indexed with the location of the tuple space they
operate on.
For establishing properties of K LAIM Nets, we have designed a logic that is based on HML but has
richer action predicates that permit reasoning on the information transmitted over the net and has state
formulae for testing the presence of specific tuples at given localities. We shall use our K LAIM logic as a
basis to work out a logic of context and refinements that, by relying on a notion of behavioural equivalence
of nets, will enable us to perform incremental construction and verification of K LAIM nets by exploiting a
sort of rely-guarantee approach.
For the sake of simplicity, we shall use a simplified version of K LAIM: µK LAIM introduced in [1].
The main differences between K LAIM and µK LAIM being that the former allows high-level communication
(processes can be used as tuple fields) while the latter only permits evaluating process remotely. Moreover,
the simpler language does not make any distinction between physical and logical localities and does not
rely on allocation environments.
A µK LAIM system, called a net, is a set of nodes, univocally associated to localities that can be seen
as addresses used to refer to nodes. We shall use L to denote the set of localities l, l1 , . . . and U to denote
the set of locality variables u,u1 ,. . . . The symbol `, possibly with subscripts, will be used to denote either
localities or locality variables. Every node has a computational component (a set of processes running in
parallel) and a data component (a tuple space). Processes interact via tuple spaces either locally or remotely.
The syntax of µK LAIM nets is defined in Table 1. A node is defined by two parameters. The first one, is
the locality l that identifies the node. The second one is either the process P, running at l, or a tuple, which
is stored in the tuple space (heti) located at l.
µK LAIM nets are obtained by parallel composition of nodes. We shall use l ∈ N to denote that N contains
a node whose locality is l. We use loc(N) to denote the set of localities that belong to N.
Process syntax is defined in Table 1, where nil stands for the process that cannot perform any actions,
P1 |P2 and P1 + P2 stand for the parallel and nondeterministic composition of P1 and P2 , respectively. The
term act.P stands for the process that executes the action act then behaves like P. The possible actions are:
out, that inserts the evalutaion of a tuple t (T [[ t ]]) in a located tuple space, in and read, which retrieve a
located tuple matching a template T , and eval that spawns a process to be evaluated remotely1 .
1

In the standard versions of µK LAIM, processes are also equipped with a primitive, named newloc, for creating new
nodes with a new fresh locality. For the sake of simplicity, we do not cosider that here
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N ::=
l :: P
¯
¯ l :: heti
¯
¯ N1 k N2
¯
T ::= F ¯¯ F, T
¯
F ::= f ¯ ! x ¯ ! u
¯
t ::= f ¯ f ,t
¯ ¯
f ::= e ¯ l ¯ u
¯
et ::= e f ¯ e f , et
¯
e f ::= V ¯ l
¯ ¯
e ::= V ¯ x ¯ . . .

N ETS
single node
located tuple
net composition
TEMPLATES
TEMPLATE FIELDS

P ::=
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

P ROCESSES
nil

Nil process

a.P

Action Prefixing

P|P

Parallel Composition

P+P

Nondeterministic Choice

X

Recurcion Variable

recX.P

Recursion

out(t)@l

ACTIONS
output

in(T )@l

input

TUPLES
TUPLE FIELDS
EVALUATED TUPLES
EVALUATED FIELDS
EXPRESSIONS

a ::=
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

read(T )@l

read

eval(P)@l

migration

newloc(u)

creation

Table 1. µK LAIM Syntax

A tuple is a sequence of actual fields. Each actual field can be either a locality (l), a variable (x or u) or
an expression (e). The syntax for expressions is not specified; we only assume that e could be a value v, from
the set of basic values Val, or a variable x, from the set of variables Var. A tuple is evaluated, and called
et, if all of its fields are either localities or basic values. Tuples are retrieved from tuple spaces via pattern
matching using templates (T ). Templates are sequences of actual and formal fields. these are variables that
will get a value when a tuple is retrieved. Formal field are signalled by a ’!’ before the variable name.
The matching predicate is defined in Table 2: ac(M1 ) match(V,V ) = [] (M2 ) match(! x,V ) = [V/x]
tual fields match if they are identical while formal
(M3 ) match(l, l) = []
(M4 ) match(! u, l) = [l/u]
fields match any field of the same type. A template
match(F, f ) = σ1 match(T,t) = σ2
T and a tuple t do match if they have the same num(M5 )
match( (F, T ) , ( f ,t) ) = σ1 · σ2
ber of fields and the corresponding fields do match.
A successful matching returns a substitution funcTable 2. Matching Rules
tion replacing the variables contained in the formal
fields of the template with the values contained in the corresponding actual fields of the accessed tuple.
We let Subst be the set of substitutions (with finite domain) σ,σ1 ,. . . . We write · to denote substitutions
composition and [] to denote the ‘empty’ substitution.
The out(t)@` action adds the result of evaluating t to the tuple space at locality `. Where, the evaluation
of t (T [[ t ]]) is the tuple obtained from t replacing each expression with the corresponding value. The actions
in(T )@` and read(T )` are used to retrieve information from tuple spaces. Differently from out these are
blocking operations; the computation is blocked until the required action can be performed, i.e. a tuple
matching template T can be found.
The in(T )@` action looks for a tuple matching T in the tuple space located ad `. When a matching
tuple et is found it is removed from the tuple space and the continuation process is closed with substitution
σ = match(T, et) that replaces the formals in T with the corresponding values in et. For instance, if T =
(!u, 4) and et = (l, 4) then match(T, et) = [l/u]. The read operation behaves like in but does not remove
tuples. The actions in(T )@`.P and read(T )@`.P act as a binder for variables in the formal fields of T . The
primitive eval(P)@` spawns a process P at the locality `.
A variable will be called free if and only if it is not bound. A process P is closed if and only all its
variables are bound. In the rest of the paper, we shall only consider closed processes. We will write P =α Q
if processes P and Q are equal up to renaming of bound variables.
The operator rec X.P is used to define recursive processes where we assume that each occurrence of X
in P are guarded, i.e. under the scope of an action prefixing operator.
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T [[ t ]] = et
(O UT)

(E VAL)

l:o(et)l 0
N k l :: out(t)@l 0 .P k l 0 :: P0 Â−−−−−−→ N k l :: P k l 0 :: P0 k l 0 :: heti
l:e(Q)@l 0
N k l :: eval(Q)@l 0 .P k l :: P0 Â−−−−−−−→ N k l :: P k l 0 :: P0 |Q

match(T [[ T ]], et) = σ
(I N)

l:i(et)@l 0
N k l :: in(T )@l 0 .P k l 0 :: heti Â−−−−−−−→ N k l :: Pσ k l 0 :: nil

match(T [[ T ]], et) = σ
(R EAD)

l:r(et)@l 0
N k l :: read(T )@l 0 .P k l 0 :: heti Â−−−−−−−→ N k l :: Pσ k l 0 :: heti

N ≡ N1

(S TRUCT)

λ

N1 Â−→ N2

N2 ≡ N 0

λ

N Â−→ N 0
where
(N1 k N2 ) k N3 ≡ N1 k (N2 k N3 )

N1 k N2 ≡ N2 k N1
l :: P ≡ l :: (P|nil)

l :: recX.P ≡ l :: P[recX.P/X]

l :: (P1 |P2 ) ≡ l :: P1 k l :: P2
Table 3. µK LAIM Labelled Operational Semantics

To make the involved localities and the information transmitted over the net evident, we have to rely
on a labelled operational semantics. Transition labels carry information about the action performed, the
localities involved in the action, and the transmitted information. We consider Λ as the set of λ whose
structure is l1 : a@l2 . Locality l1 denotes the node where the action is executed, l2 is the node where the
action takes effect, term a, which describes the kind of action performed and the information transmitted,
has the following syntax:
a ::= o(et) | i(et) | r(et) | e(P)
In the rest of the paper we will refer to l1 and l2 , respectively, as the source and the target of a transition
label λ. For instance, if a process running at l1 inserts T [[ t ]] in the tuple space located at l2 , by executing
out(t)@l2 , then the corresponding transition of the net is labelled by l1 : o(T [[ t ]])@l2 .
In this paper, we shall define two kinds of transition relations: a classical one and a new one that make
invisible all the actions that do not involve localities in a given set L.
·
Let Â−
→ be the least relation induced by the rules in Table 3. Let L be a set of localities, the reduction
·

l :a@l

2
relation Â−
→L is defined as follows: for each N1 and N2 , N1 Â−−1−−−→
L N2 if and only if:

l :a@l

2
– N1 Â−−1−−−→
L N2 and either l1 or l2 belongs to L;

l 0 :a0 @l 0

l :a@l

1
2
2
– N1 Â−−
−−−→
N 0 , {l10 , l20 } 6∈ L and N 0 Â−−1−−−→
L N2

Definition 1. Let L be a set of localities, we say that a net N leaves L forever if there exists an infinite sets
l :a@l

2
of nets {Ni } such that N0 = N and for each i ∃l1 , l2 : Ni Â−−1−−−→
Ni+1 and l1 , l2 6∈ L.

This latter notion permits characterizing those nets with actions that either lead to stopping or to passing
infinitevely often through the subnet singled out by L.
Example 1 (A PrintServer). Here we show how µK LAIM can be used for modelling a simple print server. In
Table 4 you can find three µK LAIM nodes: PrintServer, Printer and PClient. Located at PrintServer there
is a process that waits for a print request. Each request contains the locality that sent the request. When a
request is found in the tuple space locate at PrintServer, the process sends to the printer the document and
waits for the result that, when available, will be comunitated to the remote client. Each client, first retrieves
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PrintServer :: h“PrintSlot”i
| h“PrintSlot”i
| recX.in(“Print”, ! f rom)@PrintServer.
PClient :: recX.in(“PrintSlot”)@PrintServer.
(X|out( f rom, docname)@Printer.
out(“Print”, PClient)@PrintServer.
in( f rom)@PrintServer.
in(“PrintOk”)@PClient.X
out(“PrintOk”)@ f rom.
out(“PrintSlot”)@PrintServer.nil)
Printer :: recX.in(! f rom)@Printer.
(X|out( f rom)@PrintServer.nil

Table 4. A simple µK LAIM system

a “PrintSlot” hence sends to the server the document to print and wait for the result. PClient is a possible
µK LAIM implementation for a node.
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A Modal Logic for µK LAIM
For specifying dynamic properties of µK LAIM systems, in the proposed framework the classical diamond
operator (h·i) is indexed with label predicates: A net N satisfies a formula hA iφ, w.r.t. a given set of localities
λ

L, if there exists a label λ and a net N 0 such that we have: N Â−→L N 0 , λ satisfies A and N 0 satisfies φ. Process
predicates are used to specify static properties of processes that are spawned to be evaluated remotely. These
predicates shall permit specifying properties about the accesses to the resources of the net (data and nodes)
that a process might perform in a computation and their causal dependencies. The logic provides also state
formulae for specifying the distribution of resources (i.e. data stored in nodes) in the system. The logic has
been equipped with a sound and partially complete proof system (not presented here) based on tableaux and
inspired by [6, 15, 17].
Let Φ be the set of logic formulae defined by the grammar of Table 5, where φ denotes logical formulae,
κ is logical variable belonging to the set V Log, A denotes a label predicate, i.e. a predicate that finitely
specifies an infinite set of transition labels, and pp denotes a process predicate that express static properties
of processes. Finally, ug
: d denotes a finite sequence of pairs ui : di where ui is a locality variable while di is
a term denoting a subset of localitites.
A formula φ can be either true, and this
Φ ::= true | hti@` | hE ug
: d.A iφ | κ | νκ.φ | φ ∨ φ | ¬φ
is satisfied by every net, or a composite fore
mula: A net N satisfies φ1 ∨ φ2 if N satisd ::= ? | {l} | d1 − d2
fies either φ1 or φ2 , while N satisfies ¬φ
A ::= ◦ | `1 : α@`2 | A1 ∩ A2 | A1 ∪ A2
if N does not satisfies φ. Specific state forα ::= O(t) | I(t) | R(t) | E(pp)
mulae (hti@`) are introduced for specifypp
::= 1P | ap → pp | pp ∧ pp
ing properties related to the data placement
ap ::= o(t)@lp | i(T )@lp | r(T )@lp | e(pp)@lp
over the nodes. N satisfies hti@` if and only
if N contains node ` and tuple hT [[ t ]]i is
Table 5. The logic for µK LAIM
stored in the tuple space located at `. Dynamic properties of µK LAIM systems are specified using the operator diamond (hE ug
: d.A iφ) that is indexed with predicates specifying properties of transition labels. Function A[[·]] interprets each predicate A
as a set of transition labels while Σ(·) interprets a sequence ug
: d as a set of substitution. Let L be a set of
localities, the intuitive interpretation of hE ug
: d.A iφ will be: A net N satisfies hA iφ if there exist σ, λ and
λ
N 0 such that: σ ∈ Σ(ug
: d), h∈ A[[A σ]], N Â−→L N 0 and N 0 satisfies φ{σ}. Functions Σ(·) and A[[·]] will be
formally defined later (see Table 6 and Table 7). We omit E ug
: d when ug
: d is empty.
Recursive formulae νκ.φ are used to specify infinite properties of systems. To guarantee well definedness
of the interpretation function of formulae, we shall assume that no variable κ occurs negatively (i.e. under
the scope of an odd number of ¬ operators) in φ.
Other formulae like [E ug
: d.A ]φ, φ1 ∧ φ2 or µκ.φ can be expressed in φ. Indeed [E ug
: d.A ]φ =
g
¬hE u : d.A i¬φ, φ1 ∧ φ2 = ¬(¬φ1 ∨ ¬φ2 ) and µκ.φ = ¬νκ.¬φ[¬κ/κ]. We shall use these derivable formulae
as macros in φ.
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ML [[true]]ε = Net
ML [[φ1 ∨ φ2 ]]ε = ML [[φ1 ]]ε ∪ ML [[φ2 ]]ε
L
M [[κ]]εσ = ε(κ)
ML [[¬φ]]ε = Net − ML [[φ]]ε
S
L
M [[hti@l]]ε = {N|∃N1 : N ≡ N1 k l :: hT [[ t ]]σi} ML [[νκ.φ]]ε = {N |N ⊆ ML [[φ]]ε · [κ 7→ N ]}
λ
ML [[hE ug
: d.A iφ]]ε = {N|∃σ ∈ Σ(ug
: d)∃λ ∈ A[[A σ]]∃N 0 .N Â−→L N 0 , N 0 ∈ ML [[φσ]]}
Σ(ug
: d) = {σ|∀ui : di ∈ ug
: d.σ(u) ∈ D[[di ]]}
Table 6. Formulae interpretation function
A[[◦]] = Λ
A[[l1 : O(et)@l2 ]] = {l1 : o(et)@l2 } A[[l1 : I(et)@l2 ]] = {l1 : i(et)@l2 }
A[[l1 : R(et)@l2 ]] = {l1 : r(et)@l2 } A[[l1 : E(et)@l2 ]] = {l1 : e(et)@l2 }
A[[A1 ∩ A1 ]] = A[[A1 ]] ∩ A[[A2 ]]

A[[A1 ∪ A1 ]] = A[[A1 ]] ∪ A[[A2 ]]

Table 7. Label Predicates Interpretation

The interpretation function of formulae makes use of logical environments, functions that, given a logical variable, yield a set of nets.
Let V Log be the set of logical variables and Net be the set of µK LAIM nets, we define the logical
environment Env as a subset of [V Log → 2Net ]. We should use ε, sometime with indexes, to denote elements
of Env.
Let L be a set of localities, the interpretation function ML [[·]] : Φ → Env → 2Net that, using a logical
environment, for each φ ∈ Φ, yields the set of nets that satisfy φ or, equivalently, the set of nets that are
models for φ with respect to a logical environment. Function ML [[·]] is formally defined in Table 6 where is
used function D[[·]] defined as follows:
D[[?]] = L D[[{l1 , . . . , ln }]] = {l1 , . . . , ln }D[[d1 − d2 ]] = D[[d1 ]] − D[[d2 ]]
Please notice that the logic interpretation function is parametrized with respect to a given set L of
localities: formulae will state only properties regarding these set of names. Standard logic interpretation
can be obtained considering L = L , i.e. the set of all localities.
We will write N |=L φ if N ∈ ML [[φ]]ε0 where ε0 is used to denote the empty logical environment.
A label predicate A is built from ◦ and abstract actions (`1 : α@`2 ) by using disjunction (· ∪ ·) and
conjunction (· ∩ ·).
Predicate ◦ is used to denote the set of all transition labels. Abstract actions denote set of labels by
singling out the kind of action performed (out, in, . . .), the localities involved in the transition and the
information transmitted. Abstract actions have the same structure of transition labels; but have process
predicates instead of processes.
Formal interpretation of label predicates is defined by means of interpretation function A[[·]]. This function takes a label predicate A and yields a set of transition labels. Some clausules that defines A[[·]] can be
found in Table 7.
A property like: never a process, which is not located at l1 , retrieves the tuple et from the tuple space
located at l2 would be rendered as: νκ.¬hE u : (? − l1 ).u : I(et)@l2 itrue ∧ [◦]κ.
Process predicates shall be used to specify the kind of accesses to the resources of the net (data and
nodes) that a process might perform in a computation. These accesses are composed for specifying their
causal dependencies. The The properties we would like to express are of the form “first read something and
then use the acquired information in some way”.
We use 1P for a generic process and pp1 ∧ pp2 for the set of processes that satisfy pp1 and pp2 . A
process satisfies ap → pp if it may perform an access (i.e. an action) that satisfies ap and use the acquired
information as specified by pp. The satisfaction relation between actions (act) and access predicates (ap)
is quite intuitive. For instance, in the case of out and eval we have that out(t)@`2 satisfies o(t)@`2 while
eval(P)@` satisfies e(pp)@` if and only if P satisfies pp.
Process predicates can be thought of as types that reflect the possible accesses a process might perform
along its computation; they also carry information about the possible use of the acquired resources. For
6

P[[1P ]] = Proc
P[[ap → pp]] = {P|∃act, Q1 , Q2 :

P[[pp1 ∧ pp2 ]] = P[[pp1 ]] ∩ P[[pp2 ]]
act

P ≡α Q1 , Q1 ============⇒ Q2 , act ∈ AC[[ap]], Q2 ∈ P[[pp]]}
fv(ap → pp)
where AC[[·]] is defined as follows:
AC[[o(t)@`]] = {out(t)@`}
AC[[i(T )@`]] = {in(T )@`}
AC[[r(T )@`]] = {read(T )@`}
AC[[e(pp)@`]] = {eval(Q)@`|Q ∈ P[[pp]]}
AC[[n(u)]] = {(newloc(u0 )|u0 ∈ VLoc}
Table 9. Process predicates interpretation functions

these reasons process predicates are not able to distinguish statically P1 + P2 from P1 |P2 . These processes
will be discriminated by the full logic when that are executed on a node.
To formally define function P[[·]] that yields the set of process satisfying a given process predicates, we
need to introduce a transition relation for describing possible computations of processes. The operational
semantics proposed in Table 3, is not adequate, because it describes the actual computation of nets and
processes. Instead, we need an a sort of abstract interpretation of processes that models the structured
sequences of actions a process might perform during its computation.
act

Let V be a set of variables, we will write P ===⇒ Q if: the process P, at some point of its computation,
V

can perform action act and all the actions, that syntactically precede act, executed before act, do not bind
variables in V .
Definition 2. Let P →V Q be the relation defined in Taact

bv(act) ∩ V = 0/
act.P →V P

ble 8, P ===⇒ Q is inductively defined as follows:
V

P|Q →V P

recX.P →V P[recX.P/X]
P + Q →V P

act

– for every V , act.P ===⇒ P

Table 8. Abstract interpretation of processes (sim-

V

act

act

V

V

metric rules for | and + are omitted)

– if P →V P0 and P0 ===⇒ Q then P ===⇒ Q

Process predicates interpretation function P[[·]] is inductively defined in Table 9. We will write P : pp to
denote that P ∈ P[[pp]]. Conversely, we will write ¬(P : pp) whenever P 6∈ P[[pp]].
We would like to remark that process predicates represent set of causal dependent sequences of accesses
that a single process might perform and not actual computational sequences. Thus process predicates are not
able to distinguish P1 |P2 from P1 + P2 . Indeed, in P1 |P2 , like in P1 + P2 , the accesses that P1 might perform
are not dependent on those that P2 might perform. In that sense, P1 |P2 and P1 + P2 satisfy the same set of
predicates.
We can now turn our attention to an interesting subset of our logic, namely the one including only
positive formulae. We define Φ+ as the set of formulae φ defined using the following grammar:
¯
¯
¯
¯ ¯
¯
¯
¯
φ ::= true ¯ false ¯ t@` ¯ hA iφ ¯ κ ¯ νκ.φ ¯ µκ.φ ¯ φ ∨ φ ¯ φ ∧ φ
Positive formulae can be used for specifying liveness properties. These are useful when one has to
establish access right violations, i.e. properties like “a given sequence of transition can be executed in the
system”. We will use positive formulae later when we consider refinement of context specifications.
Example 2. Let us consider some interesting properties for the print server described in Example 1. The
first property we can specify is that the system is deadlock-free: νκ.h◦iκ ∧ [◦]κ
Another interesting propery shold be that never a process that is not located at PrintServer can directly
send documents to the Printer: ¬ (µκ.hE u1 : (? − {PrintServer}).u2 : ?. : u1 : o(u2 )@Printeritrue ∨ h◦iκ)
Please notice that, the second formula relies on the negation of a positive formula.
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4 Context specifications
In order to establish properties of network oriented applications it is definitively too demanding to require
full knowledge of the whole system. Often, only part of the application is known and the knowledge of the
rest is limited to the possible interactions of the environment with the known part and to the resources made
available by the environment. Here, we propose an approach that permits representing the known part of the
system by means of a concrete language, µK LAIM in our case. For representing the unknown part, instead,
we introduce instead an ad hoc formalism that enables us to provide an abstract description, that we call
context of the environment.
Indeed, a network application can be thought as composed of two parts:
– the part that we completely know;
– a partial specification of the rest of the system that models context.
By following this idea, we define a framework for finitely specifying contexts for µK LAIM nets and
introduce an operational semantics for µK LAIM net within a context. We shall also define a notion of
agreement of a µK LAIM net N with a context specification C[ ] that will enable us to study the effect of
specific concretions of the abstract specification.
The specification of the context shall take into account two aspects: the resources provided by the
environment (sites and tuples) and the interactions that the environment is willing to engage with.
∇ is the set of specification of context n defined in Table 10, where the same notation of Section 2 is
used. Terms @` and et@` indicate that within the context there is a node whose name is ` and that tuple et
is available at node `.
∃u.n plays the role of existential quantification; it states that if l is a new/fresh locality then context
garantees existence of a component that behaves like n[l/u]. Operator ! is used to model contexts containing
an unbouded number of components each of wich specified by n. Term !n can be read as n⊗!n.
Computational specification of the context is described by terms of the form `1 : act.p, which states that
at locality `1 there is a process that can perform action act and that the remaining context is p.
¯
¯
¯
¯
Context specifications are composed via ⊗ and ⊕: n1 ⊗ n2
n ::= p ¯ ∃u.n ¯ n1 ⊗ n2 ¯ n1 ⊕ n2 ¯ !n
¯
¯
¯
states that the context behaves like both n1 and n2 while n1 ⊕
¯
¯ t@σ ¯ ρ@σ
p ::=
¯ 0 (l : ¯act).p
¯
¯
n2 states that one of n1 and n2 specifies the behaviour of the
¯ recπ.p ¯ π ¯ p ⊗ p ¯ p ⊕ p
context. Term recπ.p is used for recursive contexts where it is
assumed that all occurrences of π in p are guarded.
Table 10. Net Contexts
From now on we will consider Abstract Nets, i.e. µK LAIM
nets that work in a context (n [N]). The operational semantics of abstract nets is presented in Table 3.

Example 3. The following is a possible specification for a client running in the context of the print server
presented in Example 1:
∃u.recπ.u : in(“PrintSlot”)@PrintServer.u : out(u)@PrintServer.u : in(“PrintOk”)@u.π
In the next section, we will show that the PClient presented in Table 4 agrees with the above specification.

5 Context refinement and property preservation
By using the operational semantics presented in the previous section, we are able to consider the computations of a net within a partially specified context. By exploiting the operational semantics of context it
is then possible to interpret the modal logic formulae of Section 3 also over contextualized systems. To
export the properties established for abstract nets to concrete nets (i.e. systems where we have replaced
the context specification with a concrete implementation) we need a notion of refinement between concrete
implementations and context specifications that guarantees preservation of formulae satisfaction.
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T [[ t ]] = et
l:o(et)@l 0
n ⊗ l1 : out(t)@l2 .p [N k l2 :: Q] Â−−−−−−−→ n ⊗ p [N k l2 :: Q k l2 :: heti]
l1 :e(Q)@l2
n ⊗ l1 : eval(Q)@l 0 .p [N k l2 :: P] kÂ−−−−−−−→ n ⊗ p [N k l2 :: P2 |Q]

match(T [[ T ]], et) = σ
l1 :i(et)@l2
n ⊗ l1 : in(l)@T2 .p [N k l2 :: heti] Â−−−−−−−→ n ⊗ p [N k l2 :: nil]

match(T [[ T ]], et) = σ
r(l1 )etl2
n ⊗ l1 :: read(T )@l2 .p [N k l2 :: heti] Â−−−−−−→ n ⊗ p [N k l2 :: heti]
£ ¤
λ
λ
l 6∈ n ⊗ p [N] n ⊗ p[l/u] [N] Â−→ n0 N 0
n ⊗ n1 [N1 ] Â−→ n ⊗ n2 [N2 ]
£ ¤
λ
λ
n ⊗ ∃u.p [N] Â−→ n0 N 0
n⊗!n1 [N] Â−→ n ⊗ n2 ⊗!n1 [N1 ]
λ

λ

n2 [N1 k l :: nil] Â−→ n2 [N2 ]

n2 [N1 k l :: heti] Â−→ n2 [N2 ]

λ

λ

n ⊗ @l [N1 ] Â−→ n2 [N2 ]

n ⊗ heti@l [N1 ] Â−→ n2 [N2 ]

Table 11. Context Labelled Operational Semantics

Below, we shall define such a notion and shall show that if a net N is a refinement of a context specification n, i.e, the latter is partially instantiated (implemented) as a concrete net, then all formulae satisfied
by the more abstract description are satisfied also by the refined one.
More specifically, we have that if n ⊗ n1 [N] satisfies a formula φ and n1 refines N1 then also n [N k N1 ]
satisfies φ. The context refinement is defined using two relations between µK LAIM nets (v+
L and 'L ),
which will be formally defined later in this section and capture the intuition that smaller net can exhibit
fewer behaviours, where these are used to describe the set of all possible computations of a net.
Definition 3. A net N approximates the context ∃u1 . . . ∃un .p within the abstract net n1 [N1 ] if and only if
there exist l1 , . . . , ln ∈ N such that: n1 ⊗ p[l1 /u1 , . . . , ln /un ] [N1 ] v+
loc(N ) n1 [N1 k N]
1

Definition 4. A net N agrees with the context ∃u1 . . . ∃un .p within the abstract net n1 [N1 ] if and only if there
exists l1 , . . . , ln ∈ N such that: n1 ⊗ p[l1 /u1 , . . . , ln /un ] [N1 ] 'loc(N1 ) n1 [N1 k N]
In the rest of the section we shall prove that:
if a net N approximates p over n1 [N1 ] then for each positive formula φ
n1 ⊗ p [N1 ] |=L ¬φ then we also have n1 [N k N1 ] |=L ¬φ.
This permits guaranteeing that un-satisfaction of positive formulae is preserved by context aproximation.
Since positive formulae can be used for expressing violation of accesses, this means that if N aproximates
p with respect to n1 [N1 ] and n1 ⊗ p [N1 ] does not violate given access rights, these are not violated also by
n1 [N k N1 ].
The other result that we shall establish connects formulae satisfaction to context agreement: If a context
specification is partially instantiated (implemented) as a concrete net then all formulae satisfied by the more
abstract description are satisfied also by the refined one:
If N agrees with p over n1 [N1 ] then each formula satisfied by n1 ⊗ p [N1 ] is also satisfied by
n1 [N k N1 ] |= φ.
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We shall now introduce a behavioural equivalence between µK LAIM nets that is based on a preorder over
computation trees of nets; we shall call net behaviours such computation trees. To define the equivalence
we need to introduce two preorders for comparing processes and transition labels.
act

The preorder for processes is defined by relying on the transition ===⇒ introduced in Definition 2.
V

Definition 5. Relation

Di

is inductively defined as follows:

– for every process P and Q, P D0 Q;
– P Di+1 Q if and only if:
act

act

• if Q ===⇒ Q0 and act 6= eval(Q1 )@l then P ===⇒ P0 and P0 Di Q0 ;
V

eval(Q1 )@l

• if Q ========⇒
V

Q0

eval(P1 )@l

then P ========⇒
V

V

P0

and P0 Di Q0 , P1 Di Q1 .

Finally, P D Q if and only if there exists P0 and Q0 such that P =α P0 , Q =α Q0 and P0 Di Q0 for every i.
Preorder D guarantees that, if P D Q then P performs all accesses of Q. In other words, every sequence
of actions performed by Q can be also be performed by P; however the sequences of P can be intermixed
with other actions.
The first result we have is that P D Q implies that P satisfies all process predicates satisfied by Q.
Theorem 1.

If P D Q and Q : pp then P : pp.

Labels in µK LAIM are complex and also for them a preorder is needed for abstracting from some details.
This relation is defined by taking advantage of the equivalence between processes introduced above.
Definition 6. Let ¹ be the smallest relation that satisfies:
– λ¹λ
– l1 : e(P)@l2 ¹ l1 : e(Q)@l2 if P D Q.
Intuitively λ1 ¹ λ2 if and only if they have the same structure and the corresponding mobile components
are related via D.
Theorem 2. If λ1 ¹ λ2 then for each label predicate A , if λ2 ∈ A[[A ]] then λ1 ∈ A[[A ]].
Nets will be compared according to their computational trees or behaviours, these are built according
to the following syntax, where λ is a¯ transition
label
from Λ as defined
¯
¯
¯
¯ in Section
¯ 2:
Γ ::= ⊥ ¯ ¯ et@` ¯ et@` λ → Γ ¯ λ ¯ Γ ∧ Γ ¯ ω
The set of all possible behaviours will be denoted by B , while the set of positive behaviours, i.e. of
behaviours that do not contain neither λ nor et@l as sub-term, is denoted by B + .
Let L be a set of localities, we will write N `L Γ to indicate that net N has behavior Γ. The symbol ⊥ is
used to represent fully unspecified behaviour and every net N is assumed to have ⊥ as a possible behaviour
(N `L ⊥ holds for any N and L). We have N `L et@l if and only if l ∈ L, l ∈ N and et is in the tuple spaces
at l.
The behaviour λ → Γ represents the set of those systems that are able to perform an action equivalent to
λ

λ and have behaviour Γ. Thus,we have N `L λ → Γ0 if and only if there exist N 0 such that N Â−→L N 0 and
N 0 : Γ0 . Viceversa a net has a behaviour λ if it cannot evolve with a transition labelled λ. Formally, N ` λ if
λ

and only if there is no N 0 such that N Â−→L N 0 .
A net N has a behaviour Γ1 ∧ Γ2 if it has both Γ1 and Γ2 (N : Γ1 ∧ Γ2 if N : Γ1 and N2 : Γ2 ).
Behaviour ω represents the capability of performing any actions; no net has behaviour ω. It is used for
inconsistent behaviours: ω is equivalent to behaviours like λ ∧ λ → ⊥ that cannot be satisfied by any net.
Behaviours will be compared via an ordering relation, ≤, that is defined in a such way that ⊥ is the
minimum and ω the maximum.
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Definition 7. ≤ is the smallest ordering relation defined as follows:
–
–
–
–
–
–

ω≤Γ
Γ≤⊥
λ1 → Γ1 ≤ λ2 → Γ2 if Γ1 ≤ Γ2 , and λ1 ¹ λ2
Γ1 ∧ Γ2 ≤ Γ2 ∧ Γ1
Γ1 ∧ Γ ≤ Γ1
Γ1 ∧ Γ ≤ Γ2 ∧ Γ if Γ1 ≤ Γ2

If we interpret behaviours as requirements over the actions executed by a net during its computations
then the ordering Γ1 ≤ Γ2 indicates that a net with behaviour Γ1 satisfies more requirements than a net with
a behaviour Γ2 .
Definition 8. Let L be a set of localities and let N1 and N2 be nets that do not leave L forever (see Definition 1): +
1. N1 vL N2 if and only if for all Γ2 ∈ B + such that N2 `L Γ2 there exists Γ1 ∈ B + such that N1 `L Γ1 and
Γ1 ≤ Γ2 .
2. N1 vL N2 if and only if for all Γ2 ∈ B such that N2 `L Γ2 then there exists Γ1 ∈ B , with N1 `L Γ1 , such
that Γ1 ≤ Γ2 ;
3. N1 'L N2 if and only if N1 vL N2 and N2 vL N1 .
Theorem 3. Let L be a set of localities, for each N1 , N2 and φ, If N1 ' N2 and N1 |=L φ then N2 |=L φ.
Theorem 4. Let L be a set of localities, for each N1 , N2 and φ ∈ L + , N1 v+
L N2 , N2 |= φ then N1 |= φ.
Theorem 5. If N approximates p over n1 [N1 ], for each φ ∈ L + , if n1 ⊗ p [N1 ] |=L ¬φ then n1 [N k N1 ] |= ¬φ
Theorem 6. If N agrees with p over n1 [N1 ], for each φ ∈ L L , n1 ⊗ p [N1 ] |= φ if and only if n1 [N k N1 ] |= φ
Example 4. Please notice that the node PClient of Table 4 agrees the context of Example 3, within the
net obtained by parallel composition of PrintServer and Printer of Table 4. This means the satisfaction
of formulae of Example 2 is preserved. Another possible implementation for the print client should be the
following:
PProxy :: recX.in(!u)@PProxy.out(PProxy)@PrintServer.
in(“PrintOk”)@PProxy.out(“PrintOk”)@u.X k
PClient2 :: recX.out(PClient2)@PProxy.in(“PrintOK”)@PClient2.X
Also this implementation agrees the proposed context specification.

6

Conclusions

We have introduced a framework for specifying contexts for K LAIM nets. By means of contexts, we are
able to provide abstract specifications of a given system and avoid describing all of its components in full.
Indeed, some of these components could be known or implemented only at a later stage. Then, the implemented component can be removed from the context and added to the implemented part thus performing a
concretion operation.
A context over a net N can be viewed as the composistion of a given set of specifications. One can obtain
a full implementated system by progressively replacing specifications with concrete implementations. The
proposed framework guarantees that at each stage of refinement, if the introduced implementation agrees
with the specification, satisfaction of formulae will be preserved. Indeed, for specific properties, definable
via positive formulae, we can guarantee that if a net N in a specific context C[ ] satisfies a given formula
then every net obtained by composing N with a context, that can be considered a concretion of C[ ] does the
same.
The framework can be seen as a starting point for defining a methodology for developing and analyzing
network applications. Context specification can also be used for modelling intruders, i.e. malicious components that try to modify the behaviour of a systems. Properties established for nets with intruders can then
be useful for guaranteeing security requirements.
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